Oregon Center for the Arts
 SOU Performing Arts

Types of Projects Created
•

Logo/Wordmark/Identifier/Monogram Designs

•

Recruitment Materials: Brochures, Mailers, Folders

•

Visual Identity/Branding

•

Notecards, Envelopes

•

Graphic Identity Kit (Business Cards, Envelopes)

•

Website Design & Development

Additional Details

Contact: David Humphrey, Director | Client: 2011–2013 | Website: oca.sou.edu*
humphred2@sou.edu | 541.552.6522
*Note: The OCA website we developed was later absorbed into the overall SOU website and is no longer available in its original form. You can view the archived site at the Wayback Machine (web.archive.org/
web/20150330184618/https://oca.sou.edu/), but the formatting is mangled due to missing code. The Academic Programs page appears to have fewer display programs so may be a slightly better representation (web.archive.org/web/20150515122805/http://oca.sou.edu/academic-programs/).

Description: Our first assignment for the Oregon Center for the Arts (OCA) and Performing Arts program involved creating recruitment materials for both the OCA and Performing Arts with an emphasis on the Music program. The goal was to maintain unity
with SOU by retaining the black-and-red color palette, and we were required to incorporate the SOU logo into OCA logo/wordmark
variations. They also wanted artistic identifiers for Music, Art, and Theatre that had the same look, which was accomplished through
manipulation of an avant garde typeface. Simultaneously, they wished to set themselves apart with a clean, contemporary, fresh
look that would attract potential students.
To achieve this goal, we selected a neogrotesque geometric sans serif typeface for the primary font and typeset large red headings
and gigantic, light-gray letterforms as dropcaps against a clean white background. We paired this with a unique image shape (circle
with a square corner). We also used a square shape for the Music Brochure and thumbnail images at the website, further solidifying
the geometric aesthetic. The introduction of blue and yellow accents captured the Mondrianesque, modern art feel they were seeking
while still maintaining connection with SOU through the primary colors of red and black. All of these identifying characteristics were
reflected in the publications, graphic identity kit, and website we developed for the Oregon Center for the Arts.
Adding yet another layer of unification, we used a linguistic pattern to create an action-oriented narrative that kept people moving
through the pages, whether they be print or digital. We came up with a series of powerful verbs for each section of the Music Brochure: create, connect, listen, feel, jam, soar, be, do. This same approach was used at the OCA website for total coherence of
visual and linguistic styles. In addition to using verbs for page headings, we also integrated them into huge letterforms overlaying
jaw-dropping photographs and a contextually changing full-page slider reflecting images relevant to the respective top-level page’s
subcategories. This immersive experience in gigantic letterforms and imagery had an emotional impact on visitors and even garnered envious praise from Music programs at competing institutions.
Comments by David Humphrey:
•

“Melissa you did an extraordinary amount of work on this project in short time, and we are very appreciative. I believe that the materials
will do much in assisting us in our recruiting efforts, and that was the point of the project. Thank you for the good work that you did.”

•

“We are so pleased with the website that you have created for OCA/Music. It is stunning and it reflects the creative energy found here at
SOU and the arts.… I believe we have an outstanding product and we are most grateful to you for creating it. This is something we can be
proud of and it will definitely have a positive effect on recruitment and obtaining visibility for the new Oregon Center for the Arts @ SOU.”

•

“It does look fantastic.… I really do like the design. It clean, vivid, contemporary, informative, and great marketing.”

•

“It’s been a wonderful journey. Great work.”
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1. Alumni enjoy 95% job placement. 2. Our
students pursue graduate studies at schools
such as Stanford, USC, UofO, OSU, and NYU.

sou.edu/admissions | sou.edu/performingarts
photography steven babuljak, rhett bender, jim craven, & rory n. finney
design michaels & michaels creative, llc

3. 120+ concerts a year. 4. 90% of music

faculty perform nationally and internationally.

5. Our students are invited to perform across
the US and abroad. 6. Campus jobs are
available to 95% of students. 7. We have an
awesome new housing complex and dining
facilities.
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TV, and film.
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Vicki T. Purslow EdD
Professor of Music
Master of Music Program Director

MUSIC
sou.edu/music
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Southern Oregon University

OCA Notecard
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T 541.552.6538 F 541.552.6549

purslowv@sou.edu | Music 209
1250 Siskiyou Boulevard
Ashland, OR 97520
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